
CSC108H/A08H Functions Lab

Welcome back to the CSC108H/A08H lab! To earn your lab marks, you must actively participate in the lab
and make significant progress. At the end of the lab, please show your work to your TA and return your
handout. The handout will be posted on the course website at the end of the week.

Your TA will assign you to a group, and you will pair program with your partner. Throughout the lab, you
will see directions to “switch”. Whenever you encounter this, you and your partner should exchange roles
(the driver becomes the navigator and vice versa). Remember:

driver: The person typing at the keyboard.

navigator: The person watching for mistakes and thinking ahead.

Both roles are active! The navigator should be helping the driver avoid mistakes, and the driver should be
narrating what he or she is doing while typing.

1 Objectives

• Learn to use "if __name__ == __main__".

• Use the Online Python Visualizer to trace through assignments and function calls.

• Understand the difference between print and return.

• Practice defining and calling functions.

2 Survey

We would like to know how both you and your partner feel about the course and how you feel about your
progress. Before starting the lab, visit:

https://cslinux.utm.utoronto.ca/~peters43/cgi-bin/survey.utsc.cgi

Both you and your partner should submit the survey individually. As your partner fills in the survey, please
don’t look at the screen – we’d like your honest feedback, and we don’t want anyone to feel uncomfortable
as they give it.

3 Tracing

In this exercise, we will use a visualizer to understand how programs are executed by the computer. A
visualizer is a debugger (like the one we have used in class or in lab last week), but it provides a refined,
graphical representation of memory that it useful for learning about aliasing and scope. However, we cannot
use the visualizer to import modules, so we cannot use it on media, and it would not work well on very large
programs, as too many objects would need to be displayed.

1. Start the visualizer by opening your web browser and visiting:
https://cslinux.utm.utoronto.ca/~peters43/pgbovine-OPT.UTM/index.html?example=w3lab_cube

2. You can enter your own code into the textbox on the screen. However, in this exercise, we’ll use the
code provided. Press the Visualize Execution button. This will run the code on our server.

3. The new screen has Forward > and < Back buttons. Forward will execute one line of code. Any
changes to Python objects and any newly defined variables will be drawn on the right side of the
screen. Any printed output will be placed in the box below the code. Back will undo one line of
execution, so you can step back and try to understand why an unexpected change occurred.

4. Before stepping through the trace, turn to your partner and discuss what the code does. As a team,
write down what you expect to see printed when you run the program.

5. Use the button marked Last >> to execute the entire program. Is the output what you expected? If
not, what differed?
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6. Now, press << First to go back to the first line. Use Forward to run the program one line at a time.
Before each step, think about what you expect to see; if something different occurs, pause and discuss
what happened with your partner. Pay close attention to how print and return differ in terms of
how they change program memory.

Switch driver and navigator.

7. Download calc.py from the Labs page and then open it in Wing. This python file uses a module
named cube. It imports it and calls functions from it. cube isn’t a built-in Python module. We will
need to create it.

8. Return to the Visualizer. Press the Edit button. (This allows you to view and edit the code, so you
can change it and re-execute it.) Cut and paste the code from the textbox into a new file in Wing.
Save this file as cube.py in the same folder (directory) as calc.py. This will allow calc.py to import
cube.py.

9. Read calc.py, and, with your partner, discuss what output you believe you will see. Considering
what you know about “if __name__ == __main__:”, what do you think you will see when you run
the program?

10. Run calc.py. Do you see what you expect?

11. Remove the line “if __name__ == __main__:” from cube.py and un-indent the the code that follows
it. Now, run calc.py again. Why should we include the line “if __name__ == __main__:” in the
code we write?

Switch driver and navigator.

4 Functions

It’s time for you to write some functions of your own! Download image functions.py and a sample picture
BahenSmall.jpg from the Labs page on the course website.

1. Open file image_functions.py, which you just downloaded, and fill in the body of function get_picture

so that it does what the docstring says it should.

2. In the shell, call function get_picture() and store the value returned in a variable called pic. To
display the picture, call media.show(pic).

3. Call function maximize_red, passing pic as an argument. You should probably choose a small picture
so that it won’t take too long to run. We have provided BahenSmall.jpg picture for you to work with.

Now call media.show(pic) to see the modified picture.

Switch roles: s2 drives and s1 navigates.

4. Add to image_functions.py: define a function called remove_blue that takes a picture as a parameter.
It should set each pixel’s blue value to 0.

5. In the Python shell, call remove_blue with pic as an argument. If you have not clicked the Run
button since defining remove_blue, then you will not be able to execute it: the shell will not know
that it exists. If that is the case, click Run. You’ll notice that the shell is reset, which means you’ll
have to start over and reopen the picture before calling remove_blue. After you call remove_blue,
call media.show(pic) to display the picture.

6. Add to image_functions.py: define a function called halve_green that takes a picture as a parameter.
This function should set each pixel’s green value to half of the old green value.

7. In the shell, call the function on your picture and then call show to see the result.

Switch roles: s1 drives, and s2 navigates.
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8. Add to image_functions.py: define a function called swap_red_blue that takes a picture as a pa-
rameter. This function should swap each pixel’s red and blue values. For example, if a pixel’s red and
blue values are 117 and 38, respectively, then the red and blue values should be set to 38 and 117,
respectively.

9. In the shell, call the function on your picture and then call media.show to see the result.

10. If time permits, try calling the functions that you have written on your picture in different combinations
to see how you can modify the image.

Congratulations! Once you’re finished, call your TA to demonstrate your work and to receive credit for the
lab. See you next week!
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